NEW! Diagnostic Charge Battery Station

Perform battery diagnostics using Smart Logic test sequence to achieve in-depth test results in 20 minutes or less!

DCBS ADVANCE ORDER PROMOTION!

ORDER BY JULY 31ST TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE $200 ADVANCE ORDER DISCOUNT!

Equipment Begins Shipping in July 2019.

DCBS Handheld Diagnostic Tester

ADVANCE ORDER PROMO PRICE: $2,499

DCBS Diagnostic Charge Battery Station

MODEL NO. XTQEL52800
Reg. Dealer Price: $2,699

FEATURES:
• Produces Warranty Code for batteries that fail test sequence
• Use for Pre-Delivery Inspection (PDI)
• Built-in 1D/2D scanner to support vehicle identification
• Remote handheld diagnostic tester
• Built-in 80 Amp battery charger/maintainer (100 Amp capable)
• Integrated 1500 CCA load tester & reserve capacity tester
• Integrated handheld docking station with thermal IR printer

DCBS INCLUDES:
DCBS Handheld Diagnostic Tester:
• Integrated GM vehicle database
• Simple and easy to use with intuitive user interface
DCBS Trolley:
• Trolley and Handheld Diagnostic Tester can be used simultaneously
• Compatible with global power requirements

Eligible!*